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HermanMiller
Filing and Storage

New ways to think
about the box
Herman Miller knows you want filing and storage to work harder—so we think about those boxes
in new ways.
We think around the box—with storage pieces that invite workers to gather, interact, and plug in.
We think on the box—with cushioned tops that turn places to store into places where colleagues
can sit and collaborate.
And we think inside the box—with files that hold more, stack up, and open from either side,
making the most of every square foot.

When it comes to thinking about the box, here’s the thing we think about
the most: The best storage doesn’t start with paper; it starts with people.

GROUP STORAGE
Do more than store—Herman Miller filing and
storage products aren’t just for filing and storage.
They also can offer an impromptu place to sit,
a convenient place to collaborate, or some
welcome ways to define space, elevate aesthetics,
and access power and data.

Meridian

®

GROUP STORAGE

Get more from your space by expecting more from your storage—
with Meridian Group Furniture. Lateral files are stackable and reversible,
so you’re not stuck with a fixed height and you don’t have to put them
against a wall. They headline an extensive offering of storage pieces that
can be configured to draw groups together.

Choosing Meridian Group Furniture
with built-in power adds an essential
ingredient for group work.
Meridian lateral files can open
from both sides—especially valuable
when used to divide space.
Optional cutouts in the base allow
power and data to be routed between
adjacent Meridian storage cabinets.

Canvas Office Landscape

™

GROUP STORAGE

Say so long to same-old storage. Canvas storage can stand alone
or support walls and surfaces for a broader application range.
Contributing designers Jeffrey Bernett, Nicholas Dodziuk, Douglas Ball,
and Joey Ruiter have made storage a focal point, not an afterthought.

A thin 3/8" top enhances the sleek,
linear profile.
With Canvas, you can wrap laminate
or veneer all the way around, not just on
the front and top.

INDIVIDUAL STORAGE
Individual storage is a must for every type
of worker—whether they rarely leave their work
area, frequently come and go, or just occasionally
drop in. Personal items, supplies, documents—
keep the essentials within easy reach and
without clutter.

Tu

™

INDIVIDUAL STORAGE

Strong, practical, comprehensive—if you want straightforward
storage at an exceptional value, Tu owns all these attributes.
Choose among lateral files, pedestals, storage towers, storage
cases, and bookcases—all blend well in just about any environment.

Cushion-top Tu pedestals bring
extra storage (and a spare seat)
wherever you want.
Felt liners soften the look of drawer
interiors, while discouraging items from
sliding around.
Expand the functionality of a Tu
pedestal with a storage organizer that
turns a file drawer into an anything drawer.

Meridian
INDIVIDUAL STORAGE

From upscale private offices to no-nonsense open workstations,
Meridian elevates the appeal of any workplace. Take advantage
of every square inch with laterals, verticals, pedestals, storage towers,
and bookcases. You’ll feel the quality every time you open a drawer.

A Meridian exclusive, extra-capacity,
20-inch-deep lateral files hold at least
18 percent more than standard-depth
files at no extra cost.
Classic, casual, or anywhere
between—get just the right look with
Meridian’s extensive material choices.

Canvas
INDIVIDUAL STORAGE

Combining structure, surface, storage, and support, Canvas is both
a workstation and a storage solution. The signature element is a low
credenza that can support a Canvas wall or work surface, while also
serving as a secondary surface of its own. It can even provide additional
seating and power.

A power outlet can be built
into the top of a Canvas credenza
or inside an open case.
Four-inch legs elevate the Canvas
credenza, contributing to the light,
residential look.

HOSPITALITY STORAGE
Make a welcoming impression with furniture
that feels like home. Whether you’re hosting
guests or simply want functional storage that
serves up some flair, hospitality pieces from
Herman Miller lend residential character to
even the busiest workplace.

Teneo

®

HOSPITALITY STORAGE

Not content to sit against a wall, Teneo is active, usually right
in the middle of things. Designers Ayse Birsel and Bibi Seck created
Teneo to be rolled anywhere and seen from all angles, offering a
fresh perspective wherever people gather.

Change the look and feel of
Teneo in seconds with magnetized felt
or cork overlays.

A heritage of going
beyond the box
Introduced by Herman Miller in 1950, Eames storage units trace their origin to an
exhibition at the Detroit Institute of Arts a year earlier. Leave it to designers Charles
and Ray Eames to see what others couldn’t: Why can’t storage pieces be striking
enough to belong in an art museum?
Today, Eames storage units are still turning heads as part of the Herman Miller
Collection—and still looking as distinctive as they did decades ago. They join classics,
like those from George Nelson, as well as contemporary pieces.
It’s storage that flat out looks like fun, as elegant as it is useful. That’s a different way
to think about the box—and that’s been Herman Miller’s way for years.

Nelson

™

HOSPITALITY STORAGE

Eames

®

George Nelson designed a pair of storage lines for us in the 1940s—the
Nelson Basic Cabinet Series and the Nelson Thin Edge Group. Both are
elegant ways to store. Neither has any intention of going out of style.

HOSPITALITY STORAGE

Unveiled by celebrated designers Charles and Ray Eames
in 1950, Eames storage units remain a candid response to the
never-ending need for places to organize and store things.

Fine-tune your fun. Eames storage
units are offered in two color schemes—
neutral or bright.

The craftsmanship associated with
fine furniture is evident from every angle
on Nelson storage pieces.

ARCHIVAL STORAGE
For those documents you’re ready to retire,
but not yet discard, you want secure storage
that uses floor space economically. Even with
a small footprint, our files can store an
abundance of history.

Meridian
ARCHIVAL STORAGE

Meridian lateral and vertical files can stack as high as you want.
A three-high today can become a five-high tomorrow. Store even more
with extra-capacity laterals. They cost the same as standard-depth
laterals, yet hold 18 percent more files, reducing the amount of floor
space you need.

Add visual interest with a contrasting
band of modular files.

Tu
ARCHIVAL STORAGE

For documents you may not need right now but want to keep
around, count on Tu lateral files. Practical, durable, economical—
when storage needs to stay simple, Tu focuses on the fundamentals.

Comparing Filing and Storage
Meridian, Tu, Canvas, Teneo—Herman Miller filing and storage choices are broad
enough to achieve any look, support any application, and meet any budget.

Meridian Filing and Storage

User Needs

Tu Filing and Storage

Canvas Office Landscape

Teneo Storage Furniture

Group
Individual
Hospitality
Archival

Vocabulary

Lateral Files
Pedestals
Vertical Files
Towers
Credenzas
Storage Cabinet/Wardrobe
Bookcases/Open
Hospitality Islands
Lecterns

Materials

*

Veneer Cases
Veneer Tops
Glass
Felt (interior or cladding)
Laminate
Fabric Cushions

DfE

MBDC Cradle to Cradle®
GREENGUARD®
level ™

Silver

Silver

Silver

Silver

Certified

Certified

Certified

Certified

2

2

2

1

All Herman Miller filing and storage are covered by our 12-year, 3-shift warranty, parts and labor included.

*side cladding

Filing and Storage Pull Options
Grab the pull that’s just your style. Pulls are compatible across storage lines, providing
the aesthetic versatility to use Meridian, Tu, Canvas, and Teneo in the same workplace.

Meridian Bar Pull
Canvas Bar Pull
Tu Bar Pull

Meridian Arc Pull
Canvas Arc Pull
Tu Q Pull

Meridian Ellipse Pull

Meridian Slope Pull

Meridian Standard Pull
Tu W Pull

Meridian Bevel Pull

Tu V Pull

Teneo Pull

Samples are representative of the material to be supplied and may not indicate an exact match; some variation may occur.
For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, please visit us at hermanmiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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